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Overview

- ENES CDI Analytics Services 

- Analytics service activity (SA, TNA)

- Web processing service 

- Future Perspectives



Processing / Analytics Services 
Two complementary analytics service development efforts:

A) Harmonize access to institutional processing capabilities with focus on 
(interactive) Jupyter-Hub based data analytics
- service provisioning (SA and TNA)
- IPCC WG support
- aligned with broader community efforts 

(PANGEO SW stack, Intake data catalogs etc.) 
- aligned with EOSC efforts (community VRE support, EOSC-pillar example)

A) Standards (OGC) based Processing Web Service provisioning
- integrating data access and data pre-processing behind one interface
- used by C4I portal 

- used in production for Copernicus data provisioning 
- based on OGC/GeoPython and bird-house, close collaboration with Canada
- proposed solution for an ESGF compute service (ESGF CWT)



Processing / Analytics Services 
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● Usefulness of Analytics Services strongly depends on data (pool) management
○ e.g. Catalogs besides ESGF index (Intake, ..) 

● Interfaces to Analytics services (WPS) are important VRE integration points
○ e.g. one interface for data download and (pre-)processing (WPS)

● Cloud (and analysis ready data) based Analytics Services becoming more important

Main Achievement is probably what we established ..  

.. and what we learned ..  



Interactive Analytics Services: Jupyterhub
Main Achievements (IS-ENES3)

- Provisioning of Jupyter-hub instances at ENES-CDI ESGF tier1 centers 
(DKRZ, IPSL and STFC) as well as CMCC with access to replica data pools
- Intake catalog support to exploit data pools at some sites

- Demonstrated usefulness of consistent community SW stack setup at different sites 
(at DKRZ and CMCC to support summer school with a failsafe environment) 
- Pangeo related Amazon/Google Cloud CMIP6 community notebooks are supported by 

ENES CDI analytics service
- Specific support for ESMValTool based analytics (Jupyterhub kernel)

- Demonstrated integration with external (EOSC based) Jupyterhub based VRE 
(EOSC-pillar project)

- (Usefulness of data pools with associated interactive analytics services at DKRZ and 
STFC acknowledged in CMIP6 survey)



Analytics Services: Service Aspects (SA and TNA) 
Main Achivements: 

- Supported 15 group applications during IS-ENES3 (TNA)
- > 4000 registered users for VA compute service 
- Service Activities helped to harmonize the Analytics Environments

- Coordinated Training Material, Coordinated compute environments (xarray,..)
- Shared approach for local data catalogs: Intake (ESGF catalog not so usefull ..)

- Lessons learned: 
- TNA: 

- relatively low CPU resource requirements 
- relatively small research groups (mostly individuals, exception: Primavera support) 
- some requirements for longer term support e.g. SMEs (Geoskop)  

- VA:
- short term analytics / on demand requirements → lightweight quick application procedure
- jupyter hub + data catalog (intake) for local data useful

→ requirement to sustain a coordinated “ECAS” service beyond IS-ENES3



OGC Web processing interface based 
analytics service (WPS) developments

Main achievements: 

- Demonstrated suitability as a uniform interface solution for data download and data 
processing in ENES CDI. 

- Stable cooperation around different parts of the SW stack and deployment approach 
(Copernicus, Canada, OGC)

- Demonstrated production deployment readiness of WPS developments in 
Copernicus service provisioning
- load balanced deployment at DKRZ and IPSL (and STFC) 
- rooks WPS (subsetting, averaging,  …) 
- relies on distributed ENES CDI data management

- Integrated with C4I
- Provenance reporting for WPS calls (exploited in Copernicus and C4I integration) 



Climate4Impact Workspaces - WPS Integration

Thanks to the use of PROV by Rooks and SWIRRL, provenance is easily merged, 
stored and made available to users and machines (interoperable)



WPS sustainability achievements

Based on modular Ecosystem
- Client side

- OGC/OWSLib: WPS client module
- Birdy: based on OWSLib, used in notebooks
- Rooki: based on Birdy, used by CDS   

- Server side 
- OGC/PyWPS: Python WPS implementation
- Rook: subsetting service for CMIP and CORDEX  

- Libraries:
- clisops: subset, average, regrid with xarray for CMIP and CORDEX

- Deployment:
- Ansible playbook
- Docker



WPS Sustainability 

- ENES CDI WPS approach promoted as an ESGF compute service 
solution

- Community based development: OGC, Canada (Ouranos), STFC, 
IPSL, DKRZ, … 

- Demonstrated usefulness of ENES CDI WPS approach in external 
projects: 
- Copernicus Climate Data Store (data access for CMIP, CORDEX)
- H2020 Climate Intelligence Project (CLINT): WPS based AI 

infilling service



CLINT- WPS based AI Climate Service

+ .. 

Fill gaps in climate dataset using a web processing service Before

After



Future Perspectives: 

- Good Integration of analytics services with data catalogs is missing
- changing data pool content not reflected in cross site catalogs (e.g. ESGF) 
- automatic institutional catalog generation vs. manual ESGF publication
- also hinders cross-institutional data analytics workflows

→ future collaboration on Intake/STAC exploitation “beyond” ESGF

- Exploitation of cloud storage in analytics services:
- currently local, institutional first steps
- ENES-CDI collaboration important as well as coordination with 

European infras (e.g. EOSC, EGI, ..) and broader community
efforts (Pangeo)



Add on slides …



Copernicus Climate Data Store
Rook WPS used by CDS to access CMIP and CORDEX



Climate4Impact Workspaces - WPS Integration

Data Selection and Subsetting configuration 
enabled for ESGF/WPS nodes

WPS

Subsetting
Workflow

subsets are staged to the 
user workspace SWIRRL allows to setup shared 

data volumes, enabling collaboration



Climate4Impact Workspaces - WPS Integration

Thanks to the use of PROV by Rooks and SWIRRL, provenance is easily merged, 
stored and made available to users and machines (interoperable)



Climate4Impact Workspaces - on-demand calculations -
icclim



processing service roadmap 
Milestones and Deliverables 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gvcRyeAvO10rk-sfzo0kfdmGW-BfMAud/edit#
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/services/enes-data-space
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y1izcPtSnCv8HlJIJa9g8BJU8orzK-sn/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gvcRyeAvO10rk-sfzo0kfdmGW-BfMAud/edit
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/services/enes-data-space
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y1izcPtSnCv8HlJIJa9g8BJU8orzK-sn/edit
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